
Cindy’s mom
baked 41 cookies.
Paul’s dad baked
38 cookies. Cindy
ate 6 cookies and
Paul ate 5.Then
brought remaining
to school for a
party. How many
cookies did they
bring to school
altogether? 
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Solve the following word problems. 

Tom has 15 toffies. 7 of them gave to
his sister. He ate 3. How many toffies
does Tom now has?

name

class

date

Sam bought 20 chocolates. Peter bought 25
chocolates. Sam gave 5 chocolates to Ann
and Peter gave 6 chocolates to Ann. how
many chocolates each child has?

 Ann needs to make a pudding.
She bought 2 biscuits packets.
Each contains 50 biscuits. She
put them into a tray. Then her
cat ate some biscuits. After
that she had 83 biscuits for the
pudding. How many biscuits
were eaten by her cat?    

Father bought one packet of candy. Bob
ate 12 and Sammy ate 15 of them. If 40
candies were in the packet find the
number of remaining candies?  
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brought remaining
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Solve the following word problems. 

Tom has 15 toffies. 7 of them gave to
his sister. He ate 3. How many toffies
does Tom now has?

After giving to sister =15 - 7 = 8
After eating =8-3=5
now he has 5 toffies

Cindy bought =41-6=35
Paul bought =38-5=33
They bought =35+33=68

Sam bought 20 chocolates. Peter bought 25
chocolates. Sam gave 5 chocolates to Ann
and Peter gave 6 chocolates to Ann. how
many chocolates each child has?

 Ann needs to make a pudding.
She bought 2 biscuits packets.
Each contains 50 biscuits. She
put them into a tray. Then her
cat ate some biscuits. After
that she had 83 biscuits for the
pudding. How many biscuits
were eaten by her cat?    

Father bought one packet of candy. Bob
ate 12 and Sammy ate 15 of them. If 40
candies were in the packet find the
number of remaining candies?  

Sam has = 20-5=15
Peter has =25-6=19
Ann has =5+6=11

Ann had = 50+50=100
Cat ate =100-83 =17

Bob and Sammy ate =12+15=27
Remaining =40-27 =13

Answer key


